Minutes of presentation given by the IEEE Student Branch at University of Boumerdes

The presentation entitled "IEEE: Why Should I join?" was held on March 03rd, 2015 from 11:35 to 12:25 at the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering – IGEE, University of Boumerdes, Boumerdes, Algeria.

The presentation was prepared and done by Mr. Hicham BERKOUK (Branch Chair) and Mr. Tarek Islam SADMI (IEEE Student member).

Below, is the presentation summary

1. Introducing IEEE: Creation, development through years;
2. Benefits of IEEE membership;
3. Introducing the University of Boumerdes Student Branch of IEEE: Inviting Students to get involved, benefits;
4. Miscellaneous points on IEEE by Dr. CHALLAL (Branch Counselor), Dr. DAAMOUCHE (IEEE member) and Dr. KHOUAS (Lecturer at IGEE).
5. Conclusion
6. Answers to questions asked by audience.

At the end of the presentation, the present students have appreciated the work done by the presenters and, have asked many questions. After answering to the all questions, by the presenters, among of the present students have expressed their desire to join IEEE in the coming days. It has been decided to organize a first meeting around the coming month for discussing on the activities schedule that Student branch can organize during the rest of months before summer vacation.